
 

Manual combi microwave 

 

Symbol Function  Symbol Function 

 
Microwave  

 
Start 

 

Press shortly: quick reheat 

Press the button longer: child safety lock 

 

 

 

Microwave + grill: use this function to 

prepare the meals quickly and give it a 

brown crust at the same time. 

 

Press shortly: stop 

Press the button longer: cancel 

 

 

Defrost: 2 defrost programmes 

 

Temperature/Weight  

 

Auto-programmes: 13 cooking  

programmes, the kind of heating and  

cooking time is determined on the weight 

of the meal.   

 

Clock  
 

Microwave: defrost, heat and cook.  

 
Function selector button 

Function Use 

3D fan heating 
For baking biscuit cake in a cake tin, flan and cheesecake 

as well as pastry, pizza and small pastry products on the  

baking plate. 50 °C the taste of the food can be kept for  

1-2 hours after heating.   

Grill with ventilator 

Poultry becomes brown and crispy. Baked stews and  

grilled meals are best prepared with this function.  

Pizza function 

For ready-to-serve dinners and meals that need lots of 

heat from beneath.  

Grill 

Choose between the levels high, medium or low. This is 

The ideal function to grill various steaks, sausages, pieces  

of fish or slices of bread. 

Microwave + fan heating 

Use this function to prepare meals quickly or to roast a  

meal. Use the 3D fan heating function at the same time.  

Microwave + grill ventilator 

Poultry becomes brown and crispy. Baked stews and  

grilled meals are best prepared with this function.  

 



 

Microwave + pizza 

Use this function to prepare meals quickly or to roast a  

meal. Use the pizza function at the same time. 

Microwave + grill 

Use this function to prepare the meals quickly and give it a 

brown crust at the same time. 

Defrost 

2 defrost programmes 

 Auto-programmes 

13 cooking programmes, the kind of heating and cooking  

time is determined on the weight of the meal.   

Microwave 

Defrost, heat and cook. 

 

 


